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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we consider the problem of generating appropriate motions for a torque-controlled
humanoid robot that is assigned a multi-contact loco-manipulation task, i.e., a task that requires the
robot to move within the environment by repeatedly establishing and breaking multiple, non-coplanar
contacts. To this end, we present a complete multi-contact planning and control framework for multi-
limbed robotic systems, such as humanoids. The planning layer works offline and consists of two
sequential modules: first, a stance planner computes a sequence of feasible contact combinations;
then, a whole-body planner finds the sequence of collision-free humanoid motions that realize them
while respecting the physical limitations of the robot. For the challenging problem posed by the first
stage, we propose a novel randomized approach that does not require the specification of pre-designed
potential contacts or any kind of pre-computation. The control layer produces online torque commands
that enable the humanoid to execute the planned motions while guaranteeing closed-loop balance.
It relies on two modules, i.e., the stance switching and reactive balancing module; their combined
action allows it to withstand possible execution inaccuracies, external disturbances, and modeling
uncertainties. Numerical and experimental results obtained on COMAN+, a torque-controlled humanoid
robot designed at Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, validate our framework for loco-manipulation tasks
of different complexity.

© 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Thanks to their structure, humanoid robots have the potential
o accomplish complex tasks that require moving within unstruc-
ured and confined environments by repeatedly establishing and
reaking multiple, non-coplanar contacts, using feet, hands, and
ossibly other parts of the body. Examples of multi-contact loco-
anipulation tasks include crawling under low obstacles, climbing
ladder, and standing up exploiting the environment as support.
he latter example is shown in Fig. 1.
To effectively fulfill these tasks, the humanoid must be able to

utonomously decide and execute appropriate motions that re-
pect several crucial constraints such as balance, collision avoid-
nce, and kinematic/dynamic limitations. This problem needs
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to be addressed both at the planning and control level and is
therefore known as Multi-Contact Planning and Control (MCPC)
problem [1]. Although MCPC is a very active research field for
almost two decades, humanoids are still far from being able to
perform complex multi-contact loco-manipulation tasks in real-
world scenarios, as highlighted by the 2015 DARPA Robotics
Challenge [2].

1.1. Previous works

At the planning level, the MCPC problem requires comput-
ing a discrete sequence of contact combinations, called stances,
ogether with a sequence of continuous whole-body motions
o realize them. The stance-before-motion paradigm introduced
y [3], i.e., choosing first the sequence of stances and subse-
uently, a sequence of compatible motions is recognized as the
ost suitable in multi-contact scenarios. The problem of plan-
ing the stance sequence is particularly challenging due to its
ombinatorial nature, especially when traversing complex envi-
onments: the sequence of contact combinations is in fact acyclic,
icle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. An example of a multi-contact loco-manipulation task: COMAN+ stands
p exploiting the environment, in particular the wall and the ground, as support.

ifferently from the case of pure biped locomotion in which the
dentity of the foot in contact with the ground regularly alternates
etween the right and left. Early approaches, such as [4], deal
ith the problem complexity by first creating a stance-adjacency
raph based on a set of predesigned possible contacts between
obot and environment points, and then searching it to find an
ppropriate sequence of stances, each one having an associated,
inematically consistent robot configuration.
Other methods (e.g., [5,6]) avoid the specification of pre-

esigned potential contact points, thus allowing contacts any-
here in the environment. These methods first find a guide path,
ia a standard sampling-based method, for a free-floating robot
odel that does not collide with obstacles but keeps the limbs
ufficiently close to them. Then, the stance sequence is computed
hrough a best-first search in which the generation of associ-
ted configurations is driven by the guide path. A more recent
ork [7], adopting a similar approach, impressively improves the
earch efficiency by precomputing a feasible set of configurations
or each kinematic chain of the robot.

In contrast to the stance-before-motion paradigm, there ex-
st other techniques where motions and contacts are planned
imultaneously. These methods are usually based on trajectory
ptimization (TO) where contacts are specified implicitly or ex-
licitly. For example, in [8], a non-linear TO based on direct
ollocation is used to discover contacts and motions for Single
igid Body Dynamics (SRBD) template models, given an explicit
ontact schedule. Different gaits are discovered by parameterizing
nd optimizing each step sequence over time. This approach
ermits non-gaited locomotions to emerge for quadrupeds, point-
eet bipeds, and monopods. A similar approach, based on multiple
hooting method, has been used in [9] to generate rappelling and
limbing maneuvers on a template biped model hanged on a rope.
n order to avoid an explicit contact schedule, implicit methods
ely on complementarity: if a contact force exists, the contact
elocity is nullified and vice-versa [10–13], letting the solver
hoose the sequence and timing of contacts. Both in the case of
mplicit or explicit contacts specifications, the TO can be based on
implified models, e.g. Linear Inverted Pendulum or SRBD [14,15],
r more recently, on the full robot model [16,17]. Despite TO-
ased methods result being effective, particularly regarding the
eneration of highly dynamic and contact-rich motions, the in-
lusion of complex environments is difficult due to the necessity
o have continuous and differentiable environment descriptions,
2

as well as the inclusion of (self)collision avoidance constraints,
particularly regarding high Degrees of Freedom (DoFs) systems,
such as humanoid robots. Furthermore, the application of such
methods for multi-contact planning and control on real legged
systems has been limited to quadrupedal robots. Other tech-
niques encompass contact-consistent elastic strips (CES) [18] that
plan the stance sequence simultaneously to the associated config-
urations and the motions between them, respectively. To make
the problem tractable, CES involves a preliminary phase in which
a sequence of contact regions is computed.

Once the sequences of stances and associated configurations
are found, the next step consists in generating the motions be-
tween them. In literature, this is done either in an online or offline
fashion. With online approaches, when moving from the current
stance to the next, the robot configuration is regulated to that
associated with the latter using a whole-body controller [19]. On
the other hand, offline approaches (e.g., [20]), involve constrained
versions of sampling-based planners (see [21] for a recent review)
to compute the complete robot motion before execution. Note
that, sampling-based methods are also involved in other contexts
of humanoid motion planning, such as pure manipulation and
biped locomotion planning, which are intrinsically easier than the
multi-contact planning problem to be solved. Indeed, in the first
case (see, e.g., [22,23]), only tasks that do not require stepping
are accomplished; in the second case, randomized approaches
are used to search sequences of footsteps [24] or whole-body
motions [25] to accomplish tasks requiring cyclic gaits.

At the control level, the MCPC problem consists of choosing
online the inputs for the robot actuators in such a way as to
track at best the open-loop planned motion while guaranteeing
closed-loop balance at any time instant. These inputs correspond
to the torque commands when dealing with torque-controlled
robots. While motion tracking can be achieved using classical
compliance/impedance-based techniques [26], instantaneous bal-
ance requires adjusting the distribution of contact forces among
the contacting robot links and consequently the joint torques to
realize them. In literature, this problem was solved by single-
and double-stage methods. The first approach (used for instance
in [27,28]) simultaneously optimizes contact forces and joint
torques exploiting the full-body inverse dynamics of the robot. On
the contrary, double-stage methods either pre- or post-optimize
the contact forces. Approaches based on pre-optimization (such
as [29–31]) first solve the optimal contact force distribution prob-
lem and then maps them to joint torques. Such a strategy requires
the (quite tricky) specification of a reference angular momentum.
This is avoided with approaches based on post-optimization (such
as [32,33]) which first computes the joint torques treating the
humanoid as a fully-actuated fixed-base system, and then maps
them to contact forces for the actual underactuated system.

Each of the works mentioned above focuses on a specific
aspect of the MCPC problem, either related to planning or con-
trol. In literature, the few works addressing the complete MCPC
problem propose techniques that are specifically designed for a
single task such as climbing stairs using a handrail [34], climbing
a ladder [35], or pushing a heavy object [36]. To the authors’
knowledge, a work encompassing the general MCPC problem,
from the design to the validation of a complete framework, with
an application on a real humanoid platform, is still missing in the
literature.

1.2. Paper contribution and organization

The objective of this paper is to address the complete MCPC
problem for torque-controlled multi-limbed robots, in particular
humanoids, in the presence of loco-manipulation tasks. Specif-
ically, we consider tasks that, due to their intrinsic complexity
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nd the limitations imposed by the environment in which they
ust be performed, are typically achieved via quasi-static mo-

ions even by human beings. This is the case, for example, when
limbing a ladder or crawling under low obstacles.
To solve the MCPC problem in its entirety, we design a com-

lete framework that includes both a planning and a control layer.
he planning layer adopts the above-mentioned stance-before-
otion paradigm: first, a stance planner computes a sequence
f stances, and then a whole-body planner finds the sequence of
umanoid motions to realize them. The control layer allows the
xecution of the planned motions while guaranteeing closed-loop
alance through the action of two specific modules, namely the
tance switching and reactive balancing module, which aim at ab-
orbing all possible execution inaccuracies, external disturbances,
nd modeling uncertainties.
The contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:

1. We describe our complete MCPC framework, presenting
the design of both the planning and control layer, and
giving the details of their constituting modules.

2. We propose a novel approach for solving the challenging
problem of planning the sequence of stances, which lever-
ages on a randomized strategy. Thanks to such randomized
nature, our stance planner does not require the specifica-
tion of predesigned potential contacts or any kind of pre-
computation, and thus can be used in different scenarios
without significant parameter tuning.

3. We validate our MCPC framework by presenting numerical
and experimental results obtained with the COMAN+ hu-
manoid for multi-contact loco-manipulation tasks of differ-
ent complexity. In particular, we show a real-world appli-
cation of our framework in which COMAN+ first navigates
a narrow passage through a quadrupedal walk, and then
stands up exploiting the environment as support. To the
authors’ knowledge, this is the first time that a multi-
contact task of such complexity is demonstrated on real
hardware.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls notions re-
ated to MCPC and the used notation. Section 3 provides the pre-
ise formulation of the considered MCPC problem. An overview
f the proposed MCPC framework is given in Section 4. The
tance and whole-body planners are described in Sections 5 and
, respectively. The control layer is presented in Sections Sec-
ion 7. Section 8 gives some details about our ROS-based imple-
entation of the proposed MCPC framework. Section 9 presents
umerical and experimental results obtained with COMAN+. The
dvantages and possible limitations of the proposed MCPC frame-
ork are discussed in Section 10. Finally, Section 11 concludes the
aper with possible future work directions.

. Background

Before formally defining the problem of interest, we recall
ome basic notions that will be used throughout the paper.

.1. Definitions and notation

The configuration of the humanoid robot is described by the
ector of generalized coordinates q = [qT

fb, q
T
jnt]

T , where qfb =

pT
fb, o

T
fb]

T
∈ SE(3) is the pose, with pfb and ofb the position and

rientation2 coordinates, of the floating-base frame F fb w.r.t. the
nertial world frame Fw, and qjnt is the n-vector of joint angles.
he dimension of the configuration space C is dim(C) = 6+ n.

2 Throughout the paper it is assumed that a singularity-free representation
s used for describing orientations.
3

Two types of contacts, i.e., point and surface contacts, may
ccur between the robot and the environment, and they can
e maintained in the fixed mode. With a point/surface con-
act, a point/surface on the exterior of a robot link touches
point/surface of the environment. Moreover, maintaining a

oint/surface contact in the fixed mode fully constrains the po-
ition/pose of the contacting robot point/surface. Contact types
ther than the point and surface ones, e.g. edge contacts, and
ontact modes other than the fixed one, e.g. sliding or rolling
ontacts, are out of the scope of this paper.
A stance is a set σ = {c1, . . . , cm} of m contacts. We represent

ts generic contact by a triplet ci = ⟨ti,Fi, rc,i⟩, whose fields are
escribed below:

• ti ∈ {P, S} is the contact type. In particular, ti = P if ci is a
point contact, and ti = S if ci is a surface contact.
• Fi is the contact frame, i.e., a reference frame rigidly at-

tached to the contacting robot point or surface. The pose
r i = [pT

i , o
T
i ]

T , with pi and oi the position and orientation
coordinates, of Fi w.r.t. Fw is related to the robot configura-
tion q by a forward kinematic map r i = k i(q). At differential
level, it becomes ṙ i = J i(q)q̇, with J i(·) the contact Jacobian,
i.e., the Jacobian matrix of k i(·) w.r.t. q. In the following, we
will denote by kp,i(·) and ko,i(·), respectively, the position
and orientation components of k i(·), and by J p,i(·) and J o,i(·)
their corresponding Jacobian matrices.
• rc,i = [pT

c,i, o
T
c,i]

T is the pose of Fi w.r.t. Fw when ci is estab-
lished. While maintained, ci yields a kinematic constraint of
the form:

kp,i(q) = pc,i, if ti = P, (1)

k i(q) = rc,i, if ti = S. (2)

n a stance σ , each contact ci involves a different contact frame.
e will retrieve the set {F1, . . . ,Fm} of contact frames involved

t a stance σ by a function Ψ (σ ).
A stance σ defines a submanifold Cσ of C, called stance sub-

anifold, containing all configurations q that satisfy the kinematic
onstraints (1)–(2) for all contacts. Let mP and mS be the number
f, respectively, point and surface contacts in σ , such that m =
P+mS. Then, the dimension of Cσ is dim(Cσ ) = dim(C)−3mP−

mS.
The manifold Cσ contains a subspace Dσ , called feasible sub-

pace, of feasible configurations. For a configuration q ∈ Cσ to
elong to Dσ , it must satisfy the following conditions:

• Joint limits are respected, i.e.,

qmin
jnt ≤ qjnt ≤ qmax

jnt . (3)

• Collisions with the environment, with the exception of the
robot points and surfaces involved in the contacts specified
by σ , and self-collisions are avoided.
• Static balance is guaranteed (related conditions are dis-

cussed in Section 2.2).

Two stances σ and σ ′ are adjacent if both the following con-
itions are satisfied:

• σ and σ ′ differ by a single contact, i.e., σ ′ can be reached
by either removing (σ ⊃ σ ′) or adding a contact (σ ⊂ σ ′)
from/to σ .
• Dσ ∩ Dσ ′ ̸= ∅, i.e., there exists (at least) one configuration

q, called transition, that belongs to both Dσ and Dσ ′ . In
particular, if σ ⊂ σ ′ (σ ⊃ σ ′), q is a transition if it
satisfies the kinematic constraints yielded by the contacts in
σ ′ (σ ), and the static balance conditions using the contacts
in σ (σ ′), in addition to satisfy joint limits and collision

avoidance.
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.2. Conditions for static balance

Consider a stance σ and, for each contact ci ∈ σ , denote
y wc,i = [f Tc,i, τ

T
c,i]

T the contact wrench (expressed in Fw)
xerted by the environment on the contacting robot point (if
i = P) or surface (if ti = S). Here, f c,i = [f xc,i, f

y
c,i, f

z
c,i]

T and
c,i = [τ

x
c,i, τ

y
c,i, τ

z
c,i]

T are, respectively, the resultant of the applied
ontact forces and the moment of these forces around the origin
f Fi. Clearly, τc,i = 0 if ti = P.
In the following, wi

c,i = [f
i T
c,i , τ

i T
c,i ]

T , with f ic,i = [f
x,i
c,i , f

y,i
c,i , f

z,i
c,i ]

T

nd τ i
c,i = [τ

x,i
c,i , τ

y,i
c,i , τ

z,i
c,i ]

T , denotes the contact wrench wc,i
xpressed in frame Fi at a configuration q, i.e.,

i
c,i =

[
RT

i 03×3

03×3 RT
i

]
wc,i, (4)

here R i is the rotation matrix associated with ko,i(q).
Collect in vector W c = [w

T
c,1, . . . ,w

T
c,m]

T the contact wrenches
t all ci ∈ σ . The robot motion is related to W c and the n-vector
of actuated joint torques by the Lagrangian equations

(q)q̈+ c(q, q̇)+ g(q) = Sτ + J Tc (q)W c, (5)

here M(q) is the robot inertia matrix, c(q, q̇) the Coriolis and
entrifugal term, g(q) the gravity term, S defined as

= [0n×6 In×n]T (6)

odels the system under-actuation, and J c(q) = [J
T
1(q), . . . ,

T
m(q)]T stacks all the contact Jacobians.
The humanoid at a configuration q ∈ Cσ is in static bal-

nce if there exist contact wrenches W c and actuated torques τ

atisfying the following conditions:

C1 The gravity is compensated. This condition is given by

gu(q) = J Tc,u(q)W c, (7)

ga(q) = τ + J Tc,a(q)W c, (8)

which are obtained by considering (5) under quasi-static
conditions, i.e., q̈ = q̇ = 0, and explicitly separating the
system unactuated (subscript u) and actuated (subscript a)
parts associated to, respectively, the first 6 and last n rows
of (5). Note that, condition (8) implicitly requires that the
actuated torques τ are within their limits, i.e.,

τmin
≤ τ ≤ τmax. (9)

C2 For each contact ci ∈ σ , the contact force f c,i lies inside the
Coulomb friction cone having apex at pc,i and directed by
the unit normal nc,i at pc,i pointing from the environment
to the robot, i.e.,

f c,i · nc,i > 0,
∥f tc,i∥ ≤ µi(f c,i · nc,i),

(10)

which imposes unilaterality and non-slippage of ci, with
f tc,i = f c,i − (nc,i · f c,i)nc,i the tangential component of f c,i,
and µi the static friction coefficient. By approximating the
Coulomb friction cone with an inscribed pyramid (see [1,
37]), condition (10) takes the linear form

f z,ic,i > 0,
⏐⏐⏐f x,ic,i

⏐⏐⏐ ≤ µ̃if
z,i
c,i ,

⏐⏐⏐f y,ic,i

⏐⏐⏐ ≤ µ̃if
z,i
c,i , (11)

where µ̃i = µi/
√
2.

C3 For each surface contact ci ∈ σ (ti = S), the Center of
Pressure (CoP) lies inside the contacting robot surface, i.e.,⏐⏐xi ⏐⏐ ≤ dx,

⏐⏐yi ⏐⏐ ≤ dy, (12)
CoP,i i CoP,i i a

4

where the CoP coordinates in frame Fi are given by

xiCoP,i = −
τ
y,i
c,i

f z,ic,i

, yiCoP,i =
τ
x,i
c,i

f z,ic,i

,

and dxi , d
y
i are the half-dimensions of the CoP rectangular,3

admissible region.
C4 For each surface contact ci ∈ σ (ti = S), the yaw moment

τ
z,i
c,i is bounded as

τ
z,min
c,i ≤ τ

z,i
c,i ≤ τ

z,max
c,i , (13)

with

τ
z,min
c,i = −µ̃i(dxi + dyi )f

z,i
c,i +

⏐⏐⏐dyi f x,ic,i − µ̃iτ
x,i
c,i

⏐⏐⏐
+

⏐⏐⏐dxi f y,ic,i − µ̃iτ
y,i
c,i

⏐⏐⏐ ,
τ
z,max
c,i = µ̃i(dxi + dyi )f

z,i
c,i −

⏐⏐⏐dyi f x,ic,i + µ̃iτ
x,i
c,i

⏐⏐⏐
−

⏐⏐⏐dxi f y,ic,i + µ̃iτ
y,i
c,i

⏐⏐⏐ .
C1 is usually referred to as centroidal statics condition, while

2–C4 are known as contact-stability conditions (for details about
heir derivation see [38]).

. Problem formulation

Consider a torque-controlled humanoid robot that is assigned
multi-contact loco-manipulation task, i.e., a task that requires

he robot to move within the environment by repeatedly es-
ablishing and breaking multiple, non-co-planar contacts. In our
ormulation, the task is specified as a desired final stance σ fin that
he robot must reach from its initial stance σ ini, which is given
together with its initial configuration qini and contact wrenches
W ini

c .
The objective of this paper is to design and validate a complete

MCPC framework that enables the humanoid to autonomously
plan and execute the quasi-static motions required to fulfill the
assigned task. To this end, it is required to tackle three fundamen-
tal issues that will be solved by the MCPC framework, adopting
the stance-before-motion paradigm, in the following order:

1. to find an appropriate sequence of adjacent stances leading
to the desired one, together with their associated transi-
tions;

2. to compute a sequence of feasible whole-body motions
compatible with the sequence of stances, passing through
the associated transitions (as graphically shown in Fig. 4);

3. to generate torque commands for the humanoid in or-
der to realize the planned motions, while guaranteeing
closed-loop balance at any time instant.

We address the described problem under the following as-
sumptions.

A1 The environment is static and known. Its geometry is repre-
sented by a point cloud P , and the unit normal n pointing
from the environment to the robot can be readily computed
at any point p ∈ P whenever needed.

A2 Contacts can be established anywhere in the environment
by using a predefined set U = {Fa,Fb,Fc, . . . } of potential
contact frames, henceforth referred to as end-effectors. Each
Fh ∈ U is rigidly attached to a point/surface on the exterior

3 Humanoid surfaces that are allowed to establish contacts are typically
ectangular (e.g., a foot sole). In general, a rectangular region can also be involved
s an inner approximation of a contacting surface having a more complex shape.
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Fig. 2. The predefined set U of potential contact frames. In this example,
U = {F lf,F rf,F lh,F rh

} contains the frames rigidly attached on the left/right
oot/hand, whose x, y, and z axes are depicted in red, green and blue, respec-
ively. Feet and hands can, respectively, establish surface and point contacts,
.e., ϕ(F lf) = ϕ(F rf) = S and ϕ(F lh) = ϕ(F rh) = P. The robot is at a stance
σ such that Ψ (σ ) = {F1 = F lf,F2 = F rf,F3 = F rh

}. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

of a robot link that is allowed to establish point/surface con-
tacts and is oriented so that the xy-plane is tangent/parallel
to it and the z-axis points inward (see Fig. 2). We will
retrieve the type of contact that an end-effector Fh ∈ U can
establish by a function ϕ(Fh), with ϕ(Fh) = P or ϕ(Fh) = S
depending on whether Fh can establish point or surface
contacts, respectively.

4. Proposed framework

To solve the described problem, we propose the MCPC frame-
work whose underlying architecture is shown in Fig. 3. It is
composed of two layers dedicated to, respectively, multi-contact
motion planning and control.

The planning layer works offline and consists of two sequen-
tial sub-planners: the stance planner and the whole-body plan-
ner. Fig. 4 illustrates the role of these two planning modules and
the necessary existence of transitions to move through consecu-
tive feasible subspaces.

The stance planner is in charge of finding three sequences

Sσ = {σ0, . . . , σN},

Sq = {q0, . . . , qN},

SW = {W c,0, . . . ,W c,N},

where Sσ is the sequence of N + 1 stances leading to the desired
inal stance σ fin, i.e., σN = σ fin, while Sq and SW are sequences
f transitions and contact wrenches, respectively. More precisely,
or each j = 1, . . . ,N , stance σj ∈ Sσ is adjacent to σj−1;
onfiguration qj ∈ Sq is a transition associated to stance σj,
.e., qj ∈ Dσ ,j−1 ∩ Dσ ,j, with Dσ ,j−1 and Dσ ,j the feasible subspace
t σ and σ , respectively; vector W ∈ S collects the contact
j−1 j c,j W

5

renches that guarantee static balance at qj using the contacts
pecified by σj. Clearly, σ0 = σ ini, q0 = qini, and W c,0 = W ini

c .
ote also that, in our formulation, N and qN are not preassigned
nd will be autonomously determined by the stance planner.
The whole-body planner, for each pair of consecutive con-

igurations qj and qj+1 (j = 0, . . . ,N − 1) belonging to Sq,
omputes a feasible whole-body motion sj, i.e., a configuration
pace trajectory in Dσ ,j that connects the two and has duration
j, which is determined by the planner itself. Then, the result of
his planner consists of a sequence of motions

s = {s0, . . . , sN−1}.

The control layer is responsible for generating online the
orque commands τ̄ for the humanoid actuators to execute the
lanned sequence Ss of whole-body motions throughout the
lanned sequence Sσ of stances. To this end, it uses two cooperat-
ng modules: the stance switching and reactive balancing module.
uring execution, the control layer maintains information about
he index j of the last achieved stance in the sequence Sσ . Then,
ccording to j, stances σj, σj+1, contact wrenches W j

c and mo-
ion sj are sequentially selected from the corresponding planned
equences.
To successfully accomplish the assigned task it is essential that

ontacts are actually established/broken in accordance with the
lanned stance sequence. To this end, the stance switching mod-
le computes a feedback action τ jnt aimed at realizing the motion
j while ensuring that stance σj+1 is eventually achieved despite
ny execution inaccuracy. In particular, to continuously monitor
he achievement of σj+1, this module makes use of the mea-
ured/estimated contact wrenches Ŵ U at all the end-effectors in
. Once σj+1 is eventually achieved, index j is incremented.
The reactive balancing module, which works synchronously

ith the stance switching module, computes a feedforward ac-
ion τbal aimed at ensuring static balance by online adjusting
he planned contact wrenches W c,j to absorb possible external
isturbances or modeling uncertainties.
Proprioceptive sensing is used for both control modules. In

articular, measured joint positions q̂jnt, velocities ˙̂qjnt, and
loating-base orientation ôfb, which is obtained through an Iner-
ial Measurement Unit (IMU) mounted in the humanoid torso, are
rovided to both modules. Measured joint torques τ̂ are instead
rovided, together with all the measurements mentioned above,
o a contact wrenches estimation module which determines Ŵ U
ssuming again quasi-static conditionsˆ U = (J TU,a(q̂))

†(ga(q̂)− τ̂), (14)

here JU,a(·) consists of the last n columns of JU (·) which stacks
he Jacobian matrices associated to all end-effectors in U; both
U,a(·) and ga(·) are evaluated at the current humanoid configu-
ation q̂.4 Obviously, for end-effectors equipped with force/torque
ensors (as in the case of COMAN+ feet), the corresponding con-
act wrenches in vector Ŵ U are simply set to the measured
alues.
In the next sections, we will discuss in detail the mentioned

odules constituting the proposed MCPC framework.

. Stance planning

In this section, we propose a novel randomized method for
lanning the sequence Sσ of adjacent stances leading to the
esired one, together with the sequences Sq and SW of associated
ransitions and contact wrenches.

4 The position of the floating-base, whose estimation is not foreseen in
ur framework, is left unspecified in q̂; the rationale being that none of the

configuration-dependent terms depends on p .
fb
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c

Fig. 3. Block scheme of the proposed MCPC framework. The single modules are described in Sections 5–7.
Fig. 4. Role of the two planning modules. The stance planner generates the sequences of adjacent stances, associated transitions, and contact wrenches. Here, the
feasible subspaces associated with three consecutive stances are depicted in cyan, orange, and pink. Transitions (blue bullets) belong to the intersection of feasible
subspaces associated with adjacent stances. The whole-body planner generates the sequence of trajectories (blue paths) between consecutive transitions. Sample
configurations (blue squares) along them are also shown. In the five snapshots: the colored end-effectors satisfy the kinematic constraints that define the feasible
subspace having the same color, while red arrows indicate non-null contact forces (moments are not shown). In the considered example, the robot is performing a
quadrupedal walk: in particular, it is moving the right hand. Note how at transitions, four end-effectors are kinematically constrained but static balance is guaranteed
using only three of them (the contact wrench exerted at the right hand is null). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
To compute these sequences, our stance planner receives in
input the humanoid initial stance σ ini, configuration qini and
ontact wrenches W ini

c , together with the point cloud P and the
desired final stance σ fin.

5.1. Tree construction

The proposed stance planner, whose pseudocode is given in
Algorithm 1, uses an RRT-like strategy to iteratively construct a
6

tree T in the search space. In this tree, a vertex

v = ⟨σ , q,W c⟩

consists of a stance σ , a configuration q ∈ Dσ , and a vector
W c ∈ R6m of contact wrenches, withm = |σ |. An edge going from
vertex v to vertex v′ indicates that σ and σ ′ are adjacent (in the
sense formally defined in Section 2.1); consequently, q′ specified
in v′ is a transition belonging to Dσ ∩ Dσ ′ . At the beginning,
the tree T is rooted at the vertex vini (lines 1–2). The generic
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teration of the planner consists of the four steps described in the
ollowing.

Selecting a vertex for expansion (lines 5–6): The iteration
tarts by choosing an end-effector F rand and a point prand. The
lanner is allowed to randomly choose between exploration and
xploitation, to bias the growth of the tree toward unexplored
egions of the search space and the goal, respectively. In the first
ase, F rand and prand are randomly picked from the set U and
he workspace, respectively. In the second case, a contact c fin is
randomly picked among those in σ fin; then, F rand and prand are
hosen as F fin and pfin

c , respectively.
Then, the planner assigns to each vertex v in T a proba-

ility that is inversely proportional to the Euclidean distance
krand
p (q)− prand

∥ between the position of F rand at q (the con-
iguration specified by v) and prand. The resulting probability
istribution is used to randomly choose a vertex vnear of T for

a tree expansion attempt. ◀
Generating a candidate stance (lines 7–15): Once vnear has

een selected, the planner decides whether to attempt the expan-
ion of T from vnear by removing or adding a contact. To this end,
t checks if σ near contains a contact involving F rand, i.e., F rand

∈

(σ near). Based on the outcome of this check, a candidate stance
cand is generated (and subsequently validated) as follows.

• If F rand
∈ Ψ (σ near), σ cand is generated by removing from

σ near the contact crem involving the selected end-effector
F rand. Contact crem is simply that in σ near such that F rem

=

F rand.
• If F rand

̸∈ Ψ (σ near), σ cand is generated by adding to σ near a
novel contact cadd involving the selected end-effector F rand.
To build the additional contact cadd, the planner first iden-
tifies the portion of the workspace that the humanoid, at
configuration qnear, can reach with end-effector F rand. Such
reachable workspace W is approximated as the set of points
of the point cloud P that lie inside a sphere5 centered at
krand
p (qnear), with radius r determined by the planner itself:

starting from a lower bound rmin, it iteratively checks in-
creasing values for r up to an upper bound rmax, until the
resulting reachable workspace W is not empty.6 Bounds
rmin and rmax are predefined for each end-effector according
to the kinematic limits of the robot. Once the workspace
W has been computed, the point padd

c ∈ W that is the
closest to prand is selected, and cadd is accordingly built, with
the contact orientation purposely left unspecified, as it will
be automatically determined by the planner once σ cand is
validated. ◀

Generating an associate transition (line 16): At this point,
he transition generation procedure described in Section 5.2 is
nvoked with the aim of producing a new stance σ new and a
ransition qnew

∈ Dnear
σ ∩ Dnew

σ , with Dnear
σ and Dnew

σ the feasible
ubspace at σ near and σ new, respectively. In particular, the stance
new will consist of an updated version of σ cand in which the
rientation of contact frames involved in point contacts already
resent in σ near (if any) and the (possibly) newly added contact
add are updated to their values attained at the simultaneously
enerated qnew. ◀
Adding a new vertex (lines 17–21): If the transition gener-

tion procedure succeeds, σ near and σ new are adjacent, as both
he related conditions (see Section 2.1) are satisfied. In fact,
new differs from σ near by a single contact (by construction of

5 More sophisticated methods for approximating the reachable workspace
e.g., [39,40]) can be involved without affecting the overall planning strategy.
6 In case the upper bound rmax is exceeded, the current expansion attempt

s aborted, and the planner starts a new iteration. For the sake of illustration,
his is not explicitly shown in Algorithm 1.
 I

7

Algorithm 1: Stance Planner
1 vini

← ⟨σ ini, qini,W ini
c ⟩;

2 AddVertex(T , vini,∅);
3 l← 0;
4 repeat
5 [F rand, prand

] ← PickRandom();
6 vnear

← FindNearestVertex(T , F rand, prand);
7 if F rand

∈ Ψ (σ near) then
8 crem ← ExtractContact(σ near, F rand);
9 σ cand

← σ near
\ crem;

10 else
11 W ← ComputeReachableWorkspace(qnear, F rand);
12 padd

c ← PickRandomPoint(W , prand);
13 cadd ← ⟨ϕ(F rand),F rand, [(padd

c )T ,∅]T ⟩;
14 σ cand

← σ near
∪ cadd;

15 end
16 [σ new, qnew

] ← GenerateTransition(σ near, σ cand, qnear);
17 if qnew

̸= ∅ then
18 W new

c ← ComputeContactWrenches(σ new, qnew);
19 vnew

← ⟨σ new, qnew,W new
c ⟩;

20 AddVertex(T , vnew, vnear);
21 end
22 l← l+ 1;
23 until σ new

= σ fin or l = lmax
σ ;

24 if σ new
= σ fin then

25 [Sσ ,Sq,SW ] ← RetrieveSolution(T );
26 return [Sσ ,Sq,SW ];
27 end
28 return [∅,∅,∅];

σ cand), and Dnear
σ ∩ Dnew

σ ̸= ∅ thanks to the existence of qnew.
The procedure described in Section 5.3 is invoked to compute
the vector W new

c , collecting the contact wrenches that guarantee
static balance at qnew using the contacts specified by σ new. A new
vertex vnew is then created and added in tree T as a child of vnear.

Construction of T stops when the desired final stance is
eached, i.e., σ new

= σ fin, or a maximum number lmax
σ of iterations

as been performed. In the first case, the sequences Sσ , Sq, and
W are directly retrieved from the vertices along the branch of
joining the root vertex vini to vnew (line 25) and passed to

he whole-body planner. In the second case, the stance planner
eturns a failure.

.2. Transition generation

The proposed transition generator consists of an adaptation
f the method presented in [41] for the specific case in which
djacency conditions between stances must be accounted for.
t receives in input the stance σ near, its associated transition
near, and the candidate stance σ cand. The aim is to produce a
onfiguration qcand that belongs to Dnear

σ ∩ Dcand
σ , and is close to

near.
Let σ lar and σ sma be, respectively, the largest and smallest

tance between σ near and σ cand. Denote by Clar
σ and Csma

σ their
ssociated stance submanifolds, and by Dlar

σ and Dsma
σ their corre-

ponding feasible subspaces. Recall that, a configuration q belongs
o Dlar

σ ∩ Dsma
σ if it (i) satisfies the

⏐⏐σ lar
⏐⏐ kinematic constraints

ielded by σ lar, (ii) respects the joint limits, (iii) avoids (self-
collisions, and (iv) guarantees humanoid static balance using the
σ sma| contacts in σ sma, all at the same time.

Our transition generator, whose pseudo-code is given in Pro-
edure 1, works in an iterative fashion by repeatedly invoking an

nverse Kinematics (IK) solver. In the following, we first present
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Procedure 1: GenerateTransition(σ near, σ cand, qnear)
1 if

⏐⏐σ cand
⏐⏐ > |σ near| then

2 σ lar
← σ cand, σ sma

← σ near;
3 else
4 σ lar

← σ near, σ sma
← σ cand;

5 end
6 qnom

← SolveIK(σ lar, qnear, qnear);
7 qcand

← qnom;
8 l← 0;
9 while not (CollisionFree(qcand) and Balanced(qcand, σ sma)) do

10 if mod(l, lmax
tran ) = 0 then

11 qref
← qnom;

12 q̇rand
← GenerateRandomVelocity();

13 end
14 qref

← Integrate(qref, q̇rand);
15 qcand

← SolveIK(σ lar, qcand, qref);
16 l← l+ 1;
17 end
18 σ cand

← UpdateStance(σ cand, qcand);
19 return [σ cand, qcand

];

the overall transition generation procedure and then discuss the
details of the IK solver.

5.2.1. Procedure
Once σ lar and σ sma have been identified between σ near and

cand (line 1–5), the procedure invokes the IK solver (line 6)
o generate a nominal configuration qnom that complies with
equirements (i)-(ii) and is as close as possible to qnear. Such qnom

represents the initial candidate configuration qcand.
Then, the procedure enters a cycle that repeatedly generates

new versions of qcand, exploiting the humanoid kinematic redun-
dancy, to explore Clar

σ with the objective of finding a configuration
that also satisfies requirements (iii)-(iv). The generic iteration
starts by checking whether the current qcand satisfies such re-
uirements (line 9). In particular, to evaluate (iv), the procedure
escribed in Section 5.3 is invoked. It verifies if there exists
vector W cand

c , collecting the contact wrenches that guarantee
tatic balance at qcand using the contacts specified by σ sma.
In case (iii)-(iv) are not both satisfied, the IK solver is invoked

line 15) to generate a new version of qcand that complies with
equirements (i)-(ii) and is as close as possible to a reference
onfiguration qref, which is obtained by numerically integrating
constant velocity q̇rand (line 14). Every lmax

tran iterations (line 10),
ref is reset to qnom and a new velocity q̇rand is randomly generated

with bounded norm (line 12). With this strategy, q̇rand will be
maintained fixed over lmax

tran iterations, while qref will consequently
change in the neighborhood of qnom. This, combined with the
fact that qnom is generated as close as possible to qnear, aids the
overall planning layer to produce qualitatively graceful motions.
More informed strategies for generating the velocity q̇rand can
also be employed in our transition generator; for example, one
may generate a non-null velocity only for those kinematic chains
that are in collision at the current qcand. For further details about
efficient strategies for selecting q̇rand we refer the reader to [41].

In case (iii)-(iv) are both satisfied, the cycle is left and, for
each ci ∈ σ cand, the procedure updates the pose rc,i of contact
frame Fi to k i(qcand) (line 18). Then, the updated stance σ cand

and the configuration qcand, which now represents a transition in
Dnear

σ ∩ Dnew
σ , are returned to the stance planner.

The cycle is interrupted as soon as a predefined time budget
∆T tran expires without finding a transition or the IK solver returns
a failure. In these cases, which for sake of illustration are not
shown in Procedure 1, a failure is reported to the stance planner.
8

5.2.2. IK solver
At the generic invocation, the IK solver is provided with a

stance σ , a starting configuration qstart, and a reference configu-
ration qref. It aims to compute a configuration qcand that lies in Cσ

and is as close as possible to qref. To compute qcand, the IK solver
proceeds iteratively; at each iteration, it numerically integrates
the velocities q̇ produced by solving two sequential QP problems.
Integration starts from qstart.

The first QP problem is

min
q̇
∥Jσ (q)q̇− K σ eσ (q)∥2 + α∥q̇∥2 (15

subject to:

• joint limits constraint

where the first term of the cost function aims at fulfilling the
kinematic constraints yielded by σ , while the second is included
for regularization purposes. Here, α is a positive scalar, K σ a
ositive definite matrix, Jσ (q) and eσ (q) given by

σ (q) = [J
T
σ ,1(q), . . . , J

T
σ ,m(q)]

T

nd

σ (q) = [eTσ ,1(q), . . . , e
T
σ ,m(q)]

T ,

ith m = |σ |. Moreover, Jσ ,i(q) and eσ ,i(q) are defined according
o the contact ci ∈ σ and the current configuration q, respectively,
s

σ ,i(q) =
{
J p,i(q), if ti = P or oc,i = ∅

J i(q), otherwise,

nd

σ ,i(q) =
{
pc,i − kp,i(q), if ti = P or oc,i = ∅

rc,i − k i(q), otherwise.

ote the following points.

• If the stance planner generated σ cand by adding a contact
to σ near, the stance σ provided to the IK solver coincides
with σ cand. In this case, the orientation of the contact frame
corresponding to the added contact (even in case it is a
surface one) is not accounted for in the cost function, letting
the IK solver explore the different possibilities.
• In view of the choice made about the contact frames place-

ment (see assumption A2, Section 4), for a configuration
q ∈ Cσ to be collision-free it is necessary (but not sufficient)
that the z-axis of each contact frame Fi involved either in a
point or surface contact ci ∈ σ , is coincident with the normal
at point pc.i pointing from the environment to the robot.
Based on this observation, in order to increase the chances
of the IK solver finding a collision-free configuration, we in-
cluded in the cost function of the first QP an extra term that
attempts to align the z-axis of those contact frames involved
in σ whose orientation is either not explicitly constrained
(i.e., point contacts) or unspecified (i.e., an added surface
contact) with the associated normal. For sake of illustration,
we omit the formulation of such a term, whose structure is
similar to that of the first.

The second QP problem is

min
q̇
∥q̇− K qeq(q)∥2

subject to:

• Jσ (q)q̇ = Jσ (q)q̇
∗

1

• joint limits constraint
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nd attempts to bring the current configuration q toward the
eference one qref. Here, K q is a positive definite matrix, eq(q) =
ref
− q, and q̇∗1 is the solution of the first QP. The first constraint

nsures that the minimization of the cost function produces a
olution that does not perturb the objectives pursued by the
irst QP. The joint limits constraint included in both QP problems
s readily obtained by rewriting (3) in terms of the decision
ariables q̇.
The IK solver stops integrating when the norm of eσ (q) low-

red a small threshold εσ or a maximum number lmax
IK of integra-

ion steps have been performed. In the first case, the kinematic
onstraints yielded by σ are considered satisfied, and the last
btained configuration is returned to the transition generator; in
he second case σ is considered kinematically unrealizable, and a
ailure is returned to the transition generator.

It is worth noticing that a solution to the two QP problems
bove will always exist. Indeed, the first QP is initialized at
he starting configuration qstart which surely satisfies the unique
onstraint, in view of the fact that it is a configuration extracted
rom the tree T (see Section 5.1); similar arguments holds for
he second QP problem, whose additional constraint is trivially
atisfied by the solution of the first QP. By construction, the QP
roblems formulated at the successive integration steps will be
easible as well.

.3. Contact wrenches computation

Given a generic stance σ and a configuration q ∈ Cσ , in
rder to guarantee static balance, the vector W c collecting the
ontact wrenches at all ci ∈ σ must satisfy the conditions C1–
4 described in Section 2.2. To compute such W c , we solve the
ollowing QP problem

min
W c

∥gu(q)− J Tc,u(q)W c∥
2
+ β∥W c∥

2

subject to:

• torque limits constraint (16)
• friction cone constraints (11)
• CoP constraints (12)
• yaw moment constraints (13)

ere, the four kinds of constraints emerge from the four condi-
ions C1–C4, in the same order. In particular, we account sepa-
ately for the centroidal statics condition (C1) on the underactu-
ted and actuated parts of the system. For the underactuated part,
he condition is formulated as a soft objective by the first term of
he cost function (see (7)), in which the second term is instead
ncluded for regularization purposes. For the actuated part, the
ondition results in a simple constraint on the actuated torques
first constraint) of the form
min
≤ ga(q)− J Tc,a(q)W c ≤ τmax (16)

hat is obtained by rewriting (9) in terms of the decision variables.
ote that, with this formulation the actuated torques τ are not
xplicitly treated as decision variables in the QP, as they are not
equired during the planning stage.

For each contact in ci ∈ σ , while a friction cone constraint is
nforced regardless of the contact type, a CoP and a yaw-moment
onstraint are enforced only if it is a surface contact.
Recall that the computation of contact wrenches is required

ithin our stance planner both to check the static balance at a
andidate transition qcand (line 9 of Procedure 1), and obtain the
emaining information needed to construct a new vertex once
transition qnew has been generated (line 19 of Algorithm 1).
 c

9

hile in the second case a solution for the QP certainly exists
since qnew is a transition), in the first case the QP could prove
nfeasible. If this is the case, static balance is not satisfied at
cand and the procedure continues generating a new candidate
ransition. Otherwise, once the QP is solved, it is verified that the
esidual value of the first term of the cost function is below a
mall threshold εu, situation in which static balance at qcand is
onsidered satisfied
A remark is in order here about the choice of formulating the

entroidal statics condition on the underactuated subsystem as
term of the cost function, rather than as a constraint. With

his choice, since the resulting QP always admits a solution, the
ransition generator is more likely to validate candidate transi-
ions, but in a weaker sense with respect to C1, depending on
he chosen value for εu. However, the planned contact wrenches
ill act as suitable reference values for the controller, which will
ppropriately adjust them in order to ensure reactive balance.

. Whole-body planning

The whole-body planner receives in input the sequences Sσ

nd Sq of, respectively, stances and associated transitions, pro-
uced by the stance planner. In the output, it provides the se-
uence Ss of whole-body motions between consecutive transi-
ions.

The pseudocode of the whole-body planner is given in Algo-
ithm 2. For each pair of consecutive configurations qj and qj+1
j = 0, . . . ,N − 1) in Sq, a configuration space trajectory that
onnects the two is planned. To this end, the two-stage approach
resented in [20] is adopted. First, a path consisting of a sequence
q,j of via points (configurations) in Dσ ,j joining qj to qj+1 is found
line 3); then, a continuous (with continuous first time derivative)
rajectory

j(t), t ∈ [tj, tj + δj),

hich interpolates the configurations in Sq,j is computed (line 4),
imultaneously determining its duration δj. Here, tj indicates an
rbitrary time instant at which execution of sj will start during
he control phase. These two stages are separately discussed in
etail in the next two subsections.
The sequentially generated trajectories form the sequence Ss.

hese, together with the sequences SW and Sσ , produced by the
tance planner, are finally sent to the control layer.

.1. Via points computation

Given two consecutive configurations qj, qj+1 in Sq, and stance
j in Sσ , the connecting sequence

q,j = {qj,0, . . . , qj,Mj
},

here qj,0 = qj, qj,Mj
= qj+1, and each generic element qj,k

k = 0, . . . ,Mj) belongs to Dσ ,j, is computed using the AtlasRRT*
ethod [42].
While constructing a tree of configurations belonging to Dσ ,j

sing an RRT*-based strategy, the algorithm incrementally builds
n atlas of the stance submanifold Cσ ,j defined by σj, i.e., a
ollection of charts, each one represented by a tangent space that
ocally approximates Cσ ,j to a Euclidean space. Hence, the advan-
age of adopting such a method is twofold: first, its asymptotic-
ptimality property allows to minimize the length of the path
etween qj and qj+1; second, it efficiently generates new config-
rations by directly sampling Cσ ,j using its atlas.
Every time a new configuration is generated, the algorithm

erifies that it belongs to the feasible subspace Dσ ,j before adding
t to the current tree. To this end, the satisfaction of joint limits,

ollision avoidance, and static balance is checked. The latter check
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Algorithm 2: Whole-Body Planner
1 Ss ← {};
2 for j← 0 to N − 1 do
3 Sq,j ← ComputeViaPoints(qj, qj+1, σj);
4 sj(t), t ∈ [tj, tj + δj)← OptimizeTrajectory(Sq,j);
5 Ss ← Ss ∪ {sj};
6 end
7 return Ss;

is performed using the method discussed in Section 5.3, providing
the generated configuration and stance σj.

The algorithm is allowed to run for a predefined time bud-
et ∆T via, at the end of which the solution sequence Sq,j is
etrieved from the constructed tree and passed to the trajectory
ptimization procedure.

.2. Trajectory optimization

The trajectory sj(t) interpolating the Mj + 1 configurations in
q,j is generated by finding a spline consisting of the concatena-
ion of Mj cubic polynomials, i.e.,

j(t) = ϱj,k(t), t ∈ [tj,k, tj,k+1 = tj,k + δj,k), (17)

ith k = 0, . . . ,Mj − 1, tj,0 = tj, and δj,k the duration of the kth
polynomial (subtrajectory), which is defined as

ϱj,k(t) =
3∑

l=0

λj,k,l(t − tj,k)l, (18)

ith λj,k,l (l = 0, . . . , 3) its coefficients. Moreover, according to
17), the overall duration of trajectory sj(t) will be

j =

Mj−1∑
k=0

δj,k. (19)

Collect in vectors

j = [δj,0, . . . , δj,Mj−1]
T ,

ξj = [λ
T
j,0,0, . . . ,λ

T
j,0,3, . . . ,λ

T
j,Mj−1,0, . . . ,λ

T
j,Mj−1,3]

T ,

he durations and coefficients of all polynomials. To obtain these,
he following nonlinear programming (NLP) problem is solved

min
ζj,ξj
∥ζj∥

2
+ γ ∥ξj∥

2

subject to:

ζj ≥ 0, (20a

ϱj,k(tj,k) = qj,k, k = 0, . . . ,Mj − 1, (20b

ϱj,k(tj,k+1) = qj,k+1, k = 0, . . . ,Mj − 1, (20c

ϱ̇j,k(tj,k+1) = ϱ̇j,k+1(tj,k+1), k = 0, . . . ,Mj − 2, (20d

ϱ̇j,0(tj,0) = 0, (20e

ϱ̇j,Mj−1(tj,Mj ) = 0, (20f

q̇min
jnt ≤ ST ϱ̇j,k(tj,k) ≤ q̇max

jnt , k = 1, . . . ,Mj − 1, (20g

q̈min
jnt ≤ ST ϱ̈j,k(tj,k) ≤ q̈max

jnt , k = 1, . . . ,Mj − 1. (20h

ere, the first term of the cost function aims at minimizing the
uration of the resulting trajectory, while the second is included
or regularization purposes. The constraints enforce, respectively,
on-negativity of the durations (20a), passage through the via
10
points (20b)–(20c), continuity of the velocity at the internal via
points (20d), null velocity at the initial and final points (20e)–
(20f), limits on the resulting joint velocities and accelerations
(20g)–(20h), with matrix S defined in (6).

Note the following points.

• Despite a large number of decision variables, the presented
NLP can be rapidly solved thanks to its sparse structure.
• It can be reasonably assumed that each sub-trajectory ϱj,k(t)

is completely contained in Dσ ,j when using a small stepsize
in the AtlasRRT* employed in the first stage, as consecutive
configurations qj,k, qj,k+1 in Sq,j will be close to each other.

7. Control layer

The control layer adopted in the presented framework is
mainly based on authors’ previous work [20,32,36]. In the follow-
ing, we briefly discuss it as a possible option for executing the
references produced through the offline planning phase. How-
ever, other implementations of the control layer, e.g. based on
full-body MPC [43] or Task Space Inverse Dynamics [44], – which
is not the main focus of this paper – can potentially be involved.

As anticipated in Section 4, a naive feedforward execution of
the planned motions Ss is generally not sufficient to guarantee
the successful completion of the task. This typically occurs due
to environment and model inaccuracy, which can lead to an
early or late contact establishment/removal compromising the
execution of the whole motion. For this reason, proprioceptive
and exteroceptive sensing must be used, closing the control loop
and increasing the robustness of the overall framework.

While moving between two adjacent stances σj and σj+1, the
control layer is in charge to track both the planned motion sj
and the contact wrench W c,j. This is done by generating a torque
reference τ̄ that takes into account two contributions:

τ̄ = τbal + τ jnt. (21)

The first term τbal in (21) is a feedforward term to track the
planned contact wrench W c,j while moving toward the next
stance σj+1. This is produced by the reactive balancing module
by solving the following QP problem

min
W c

∥W c −W c,j∥
2

subject to:

• centroidal statics constraint (7)
• torque limits constraint (16)
• friction cone constraints (11)
• CoP constraints (12)
• yaw moment constraints (13)

Such QP is obtained by minor modifications of that used to com-
pute the contact wrenches during the planning phase (see Sec-
tion 5.3). Differently from the latter, here the centroidal statics
condition on the underactuated subsystem is formulated as a
constraint, while the cost function simply attempts to keep the
contact wrenches as close as possible to the planned ones.

Then, τbal is computed as:

τbal = ga(q̂)− J Tc,a(q̂)W c, (22)

n such a way to realize the computed contact wrenches W c
and compensate for the robot links gravity, under quasi-static
conditions. In (22), the term q̂ = [0T

3×1 ôT
fb qT

jnt]
T is the

current humanoid configuration, which is reconstructed using the
IMU base orientation measurement ôfb, and the measured joint
position q .
jnt
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The second term τ jnt in (21) consists instead in a feedback
term for tracking the planned motion sj and is produced by the
stance switching module as

τ jnt = K P (q̄jnt − q̂jnt)+ KD( ˙̄qjnt −
˙̂qjnt), (23)

ith q̄jnt and ˙̄qjnt being the joint position and velocity references
extracted from the planned motion sj.

After the execution of sj, to ensure that the stance σj+1 is even-
tually achieved, a finishing motion is performed in case cdiff =
tdiff,Fdiff, rdiffc ⟩, i.e., the contact by which σj and σj+1 differ,
ailed to be correctly established/broken. To this end, the stance
witching module continuously checks if the measured/estimated
ontact wrench wdiff (extracted from Ŵ U ) at cdiff reached a certain
hreshold. In particular, when σj+1 ⊃ σj (σj+1 ⊂ σj), cdiff

s considered correctly established (broken) if ∥ŵdiff
∥ ≥ wmax

(∥ŵdiff
∥ ≤ wmin). While such check is not passed, the references

q̄jnt and ˙̄qjnt for (23) are generated via kinematic control using a
scheme similar to that discussed in Section 5.2.2 with the idea
of imposing a linear velocity ṗref to end-effector Fdiff to make it
advance/retract toward/from the environment surface on which
the contact must be established/broken while maintaining all
the other contacting end-effectors at their current pose. This is
obtained by simply choosing ṗref

= ±K cnc , with K c a posi-
tive definite matrix, nc the unit normal at point pdiff

c specified
by rdiffc , and the sign positive/negative if the contact must be
established/broken.

8. Implementation details

Our implementation of the proposed multi-contact motion
planning and control framework relies on various tools which
belong to the ROS ecosystem; those tools are briefly discussed
in the following.

Computations related to inverse kinematics and contact
wrenches (Sections 5.2.2, 7, and 5.3) are managed through the
CartesI/O framework [45] which relies on the OpenSoT library [46]
for the formulation and resolution of the corresponding QP prob-
lems. In particular, such problems can be defined through a
simple syntax called Math of Tasks [47] and solved using efficient
QP solvers such as qpOASES [48] or OSQP [49]. Specifically, in
our validation, we adopted the active-set method provided by
qpOASES.

In the whole-body planner, the first stage (Section 6.1) is
realized using the implementation of AtlasRRT* provided by the
OMPL library [50], which is appropriately customized in order to
include the described feasibility checks. The NLP constituting the
second stage (Section 6.2) is formulated using CasADi [51] and
solved via IPOPT [52].

Collision checks, in both the stance and whole-body plan-
ners, are performed using the Planning Scene component of the
MoveIT! framework [53], which exploits the Flexible Collision Li-
brary (FCL) [54]. To this purpose, the point cloud P is converted
into an OctoMap [55], encoding free and occupied space, which is
compared with the link meshes from the robot URDF.

Finally, we have also developed a UI, still based on CartesI/O,
hat allows the user to perform two important operations using
VIZ as a visualization interface: the creation of desired final, or
ven intermediate (see Section 9.1), stances describing the tasks
ssigned to the humanoid, and the inspection of solutions found
y the single modules of the planning layer.

. Validation

The validation of the proposed MCPC framework has been
erformed using COMAN+, a torque-controlled humanoid robot

esigned at Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia. COMAN+ is 1.70 m tall, I

11
its mass is about 70 kg and has 28 DoFs: 7 DoFs for each arm, 6
DoFs for each leg, with the two related to the ankle provided by a
particular four-bar actuation mechanism [56,57], and 2 DoFs for
the torso, allowing roll and yaw rotations. For the purpose of our
validation, we replaced the anthropomorphic hands of COMAN+
with spherical end-effectors.

In the next two subsections, in order to provide a comprehen-
sive validation, we first analyze the performance of the planning
layer via numerical results and then showcase the effectiveness of
the overall framework through experiments on the actual robot.

9.1. Planning results

To illustrate the performance of the planning layer, we present
numerical results obtained on an Intel Core i7-7500U CPU run-
ning at 2.70 GHz. We considered the four different multi-contact
loco-manipulation tasks shown in Fig. 5, which for each of them
provides some snapshots of a typical solution produced by the
planning layer. We invite the reader to watch the accompanying
video, which contains animated clips of such solutions, to better
appreciate the effectiveness of the planned motions. The four
tasks are described in the following.

1. Ladder climbing. The robot, starting from its homing con-
figuration, must climb a ladder that is located in front of it.
The ladder has 10 rungs and is inclined by 63◦. The rungs
are vertically equispaced by 0.22 m, and each of them is
1 m long and 0.08 m wide. The desired final stance requires
placing both hands on the topmost rung and both feet six
rungs below.

2. Parallel walls climbing. The robot, starting from its homing
configuration, must climb vertically between two parallel
walls located on its left and right flanks. The walls are
1.4 m apart. The desired final stance requires placing the
left/right hand on the left/right wall at a height of 2.5 m
above the ground, while the left/right foot must be placed
1.4 m below the left/right hand.

3. Quadrupedal walking. The robot, starting from its homing
configuration, must navigate a narrow passage that is 0.3 m
long and 1.1 m wide/high. Note that, due to its character-
istics, the passage cannot be navigated by bipedal walking.
The desired final stance requires both hands and feet to be
on the ground at the exit of the narrow passage and is thus
realizable only by a quadruped-like configuration.

4. Standing up. The robot, starting from a quadruped-like con-
figuration, must stand upright, possibly exploiting a wall
located in front of it as support. In particular, the robot’s
initial configuration may represent the final configuration
reached after completing the previous task, e.g., performing
a motion aimed at recovering the upright posture.

The point clouds representing the three scenarios in which
uch tasks take place (quadrupedal walking and standing up are
hown in the same scenario) have a resolution of 0.025 m. For all
he tasks, the set U of end-effectors contains both feet and hands,
.e., U = {F lf,F rf,F lh,F rh

}, which can establish, respectively,
urface and point contacts. The placement of potential contact
rames is that shown in Fig. 2, except for the ladder climbing
ask where we have chosen a slightly different placement for the
ands, shown in Fig. 6, which allows establishing contacts with
he rungs in a more natural fashion.

For the second and third tasks, in order to speed up the stance
lanner, we provided it with an intermediate stance σ int (illus-
rated, respectively, in snapshot 3 of Fig. 5-(b) and in snapshot
of Fig. 5-(c)) to bias the growth of the tree first toward such

ntermediate stance, and then toward the desired final stance.

n particular, when the stance planner chooses to perform a tree
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xpansion attempt via exploitation (see Section 5.1), contact c fin is
randomly picked among those in σ int (σ fin) if a vertex containing
σ int does not exist (exists) in T .

The values used for the parameters involved in the planning
layer for the four tasks are reported above. For ease of reading,
we report in Table 2 a synthetic recap of the most relevant
parameters. For an exhaustive description of each of them, the
reader is referred to the specific section.

• For the tree construction (Section 5.1), the stance planner
uses lmax

σ = 5000; rmin and rmax are set to 0.25 m and 1.5 m,
both for hands and feet, for all tasks except the forth, where
rmin is set to 0.8 m for the hands and 0.3 m for the feet.
• The transition generator (Section 5.2) works with lmax

tran = 100
and ∆T tran = 1 s.
• In the IK solver (Section 5.2.2), K σ and K q are identities,

α = 10−2, ε = 10−4 and lmax
= 1000.
σ IK

12
• For the computation of the contact wrenches (Section 5.3),
the static friction coefficient is considered equal for all end-
effectors and set to 0.8 for the first two tasks and to 0.5 for
the last two tasks; half-dimensions of the CoP admissible
region dx and dy for both feet are set to 0.1 m and 0.05 m
for all tasks except the fourth, where they are set to 0.04 m;
moreover β = 10−4 and εu = 0.05.
• Finally, the whole-body planner uses ∆T via = 1 s for all

tasks except the first, where we set ∆T via = 2 s.

Since our planning layer is randomized (as both the stance
and whole-body planners rely on probabilistic strategies), we
performed 100 runs for each of the four tasks. Thus, in each run,
we first produced the sequences Sσ , Sq, SW of stances, transitions,
nd contact wrenches using the stance planner; then, we passed
σ , Sq to the whole-body planner to compute the sequence Ss of
rajectories.
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Table 1
Averaged performance data of the stance planner.
Task Planning

time (s)
Transition
generation time (s)

Number of
iterations

Number of
vertices in T

Number of
stances in Sσ

Ladder climbing 43.60 37.64 1926.14 205.34 39.04
Parallel walls climbing 175.37 171.01 1557.37 151.28 44.12
Quadrupedal walking 62.69 55.99 2540.10 228.32 53.19
Standing up 7.56 6.02 459.24 62.19 17.00
Table 2
Recap of the most relevant parameters involved in the planning layer. For each parameter, we report the adopted symbol, the
procedure in which it is used, and a synthetic description of its role.
Symbol Procedure Role

lmax
σ

Stance planner
Maximum number of iterations

rmin Minimum radius of the spherical approximation of the end-effector workspace
rmax Maximum radius of the spherical approximation of the end-effector workspace

lmax
tran Transition generator Number of iterations with fixed reference configuration
∆T tran Time budget

α

IK solver
Regularization term weight

εσ Threshold for the kinematic constraints error
lmax
IK Maximum number of integration steps

dx

Whole-body planner

Half-length of the CoP admissible region
dy Half-width of the CoP admissible region
β Regularization term weight
εu Threshold for the centroidal statics term
∆T via Time budget
o
o

i
f
s
c
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Fig. 6. The different placement of the potential contact frame on the left hand
between the ladder climbing task (bottom) and the other tasks (top). The same
applies to the right hand.

Table 1 collects the most significant performance data, aver-
ged over the 100 runs, of the proposed stance planner. For each
ask, we report the time needed by the stance planner to find a
olution, the time spent in generating transitions, the number of
erformed iterations, the number of vertices in the constructed
ree T , and the number of stances in the solution sequence Sσ .

It is worth mentioning that the time needed by the whole-
ody planner to find a solution, provided in input a sequence Sq

containing N + 1 transitions, is the sum of the N times needed
to plan the N trajectories between consecutive configurations
in Sq. Each of these times is constituted by those employed
by the two stages which are, respectively, fixed at ∆T and
via

13
not significant (as we have observed in our runs that the NLP
described in Section 6.2 is always solved in few milliseconds).
Then, the generic planning time of the whole-body planner is
about N · ∆T via. Eventually, the average time to complete the
verall planning phase is the sum of the average planning times
f the stance and whole-body planners.
We emphasize that our planning layer exhibited its capabil-

ty of generating appropriate humanoid motions for four dif-
erent multi-contact loco-manipulation tasks without requiring
ignificant parameter modifications. This proves its versatility and
onfirms its applicability to different contexts.

.2. Experiments

The experimental validation was carried out using the XBot
ramework [58] as control middleware for the COMAN+ hu-
anoid. XBot works at a frequency of 1 kHz and guarantees
eterministic hard real-time performance. All the robot joints
re equipped with torque sensors which make available the
easured joint torques τ̂ at each time instant. These measures are
sed to estimate via (14) the contact wrenches at the spherical
ands, which are sensorless, while the contact wrenches at the
eet are directly provided by their force/torque sensors. Both
ands and feet soles are covered by a thin layer of rubber.
In our experiment, the robot torque commands are computed

ia (21). It is worth noticing how the choice of the gain matrices
P and KD in (23) affects the behavior of the overall control

ayer. Increasing the gain values, the contribution of τ jnt in the
computation of the torque commands (21) becomes the most
significant; as a consequence, the robot will better track the
reference joint trajectory while degrading its capability to track
the reference contact wrenches W c that guarantee to maintain
static balance. Obviously, an opposite behavior is obtained when
reducing the gain values. As a trade-off, in our experiments,
we adopted a simple variable stiffness strategy to adaptively
choose the gain values in the diagonal matrices K P and KD; in
particular, when moving from one stance to another, gain values
are increased for those joints belonging to the kinematic chain
ending with the end-effector by which the two stances differ.
As regards the thresholds wmin and wmax used by the stance
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Fig. 7. Experiment: COMAN+ sequentially performs the quadrupedal walking and standing-up tasks. The first snapshot reports the measures of the experimental
area. See the accompanying video.
switching module to check the achievement of a certain stance,
we set them to 0 N and 30 N, respectively, for each end-effector
in U .

Our main experiment aims at showcasing the feasibility of
he planned motions on the real robotic platform and assessing
he reliability of the presented control layer. To this end, we
econstructed the third scenario (see Figs. 5-(c) and 5-(d)) de-
cribed in the previous section; in particular, the narrow passage
s constituted by wooden panels, and the wall is made of bricks.
s mentioned before, in this scenario the robot must first traverse
corridor-like passage to reach a destination ≈ 1.65 m far from
he initial location. A passage is placed at ≈ 0.75 m from such
ocation and, due to its narrow dimensions, 1.1 m wide/high, it
an be overcome by the robot only by passing below it. At ≈ 1.4
m beyond the passage, there is a wall that can be exploited as
support for the final stand-up. The environment is reconstructed
as a synthetic point cloud and used in our planning layer. Then,
COMAN+ was requested to sequentially perform the quadrupedal
walking and standing-up motions resulting from the planning
stage.

Fig. 7 shows screenshots of the whole experiment in which
COMAN+ successfully managed to navigate the narrow passage
and then stand up exploiting contacts with the wall. Fig. 8 collects
the plots representing the evolution of the reference contact
forces computed by the reactive balancing module at each end-
effector in U and their corresponding measured/estimated values.
The vertical lines separate the three phases of the task execution.
In the first phase, the robot starts in the homing configuration, in
which all its weight is supported by the feet only, and moves to
14
a quadrupedal-like configuration, in which its weight is equally
distributed among the four contacts. In the second phase, the
robot performs multiple steps repeatedly establishing and break-
ing contacts using different end-effectors. In the third phase, the
robot reaches the wall and starts to push against it to recover the
bipedal posture. In the final part of the plot, it is clear the work
performed by the feet tangential forces in counterbalancing the
pushes of the hands on the wall while standing up. No evident
slippery or drifting phenomena were observed during motion ex-
ecution and the experiment was successfully carried out multiple
times despite the lack of a visual perception layer, confirming the
strong reliability of the planning and control layers.

The accompanying video includes the full movie clip of the
whole experiment, together with another experiment where the
humanoid successfully completes the quadrupedal walking task
even in presence of external disturbances, which shows the ro-
bustness of the control layer granted by the joint action of the
stance switching and reactive balancing modules.

10. Discussion

In this section, we provide some additional comments about
the proposed MCPC framework.

10.1. Considerations w.r.t. previous works

The two tasks that we successfully addressed in our ex-
perimental validation have been rarely considered in previous
works.
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Fig. 8. Evolution of the contact forces at each end-effector during the whole experiment: reference (dashed lines) vs estimated/measured (solid lines) values.
Quadrupedal walking with a real humanoid is achieved in [59]
sing the E2-DR robot. Different from COMAN+, E2-DR possesses
ardware designed to accomplish exactly this type of task. In
articular, it is equipped with a wide-range, high-torque pitch
oint in the torso which simplifies both the passage from bipedal
o quadrupedal configuration and the consequent quadrupedal
alk. We emphasize that we succeeded in planning such complex
ulti-modal loco-manipulation tasks in COMAN+ even though

ts hardware was not designed for this purpose. Furthermore,
ultiple experimental trials have confirmed the high reliability
f our control layer in executing the planned motions.
Standing up exploiting a wall as support is considered in [7].

hat work focuses exclusively on the planning aspects and thus
he result is shown solely on a simulated humanoid. In contrast,
sing the proposed framework, we were able to tackle such chal-
enging tasks both at the planning and control level, ultimately
chieving experimental results on a real humanoid. We consider
his result particularly relevant.
15
The stance planner proposed in [7] is, to the best of our
knowledge, the most efficient among those existing in the lit-
erature. To find a sequence of stances for the standing-up task
it needed about 2.5 s on average. Although our stance planner
does not match the same performance, its average computational
time is still small and is obtained without the need for any
kind of pre-computation and heuristic specification. These two
operations are instead required with the planner in [7] where,
in order to decide possible contacts, feasible configurations for
the robot kinematic chains are extracted from a precomputed
octree data structure according to user-defined heuristics. Per-
forming precomputations (which are needed also in different
forms with other existing planners, e.g., [18]) may in principle re-
quire significant time, while designing heuristics may be tedious
and task-specific. A similar observation might be done regarding
the choice of predesigned possible contacts between robot and
environment points [4]. Our stance planner has the advantage of
avoiding the need for any of these operations.
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0.2. Limitations and possible adaptations

The presented MCPC framework proved to be capable of gen-
rating sensible humanoid motions for different multi-contact
oco-manipulation tasks and we believe that it can be used for
ractical applications. However, for the sake of completeness, we
ist below three main limitations of our framework that will be
ackled in future work.

1. Our framework only considers static balance. An exten-
sion to cope with dynamic motions is not trivial, but we
believe that our scheme still represents a valid template.
In the direction of such extension, one possibility consists
in keeping the stance planner identical, while the motions
between consecutive transitions could be generated online
using the common approach (see, e.g., [15]) of computing
the humanoid CoM trajectory via Model Predictive Control
(using a reduced model of the robot dynamics) and tracking
it with a whole-body controller.

2. Our stance planner does not account for the quality of
the generated solutions. In principle, this might produce
sub-optimal behaviors; for example, the humanoid might
move the same end-effector two consecutive times, even in
case this is not strictly needed. Accounting for user-defined
quality criteria, such as the minimization of the number
of stances in the produced sequence, would be possible by
applying an RRT*-like strategy.

3. Our planning layer is not equipped with a backtracking
strategy to address the case in which the whole-body plan-
ner fails to find a connection between two consecutive
configurations qj, qj+1 in the transition sequence Sq pro-
duced by the stance planner. A simple solution would be to
prune the tree T of the subtree rooted at qj (in the spirit of
lazy planners, see for example [60]) and restart the stance
planner from the resulting tree; the investigation of more
effective strategies will be part of our future work.

11. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a complete multi-contact
planning and control framework that allows a torque-controlled
humanoid robot to decide and execute its motions to fulfill a
generic multi-contact loco-manipulation task. Our framework is
constituted by two layers. The planning layer works offline using
two modules: the stance planner finds a sequence of stances,
together with associated transitions and contact wrenches, and
then the whole-body planner computes the sequence of motions
to realize them. The control layer involves two modules, i.e., the
stance switching and reactive balancing module, to produce the
torque commands allowing the humanoid to execute the planned
motions while guaranteeing closed-loop balance by absorbing
possible execution inaccuracies, external disturbances, and mod-
eling uncertainties. We validate the proposed framework via both
numerical and experimental results obtained on the COMAN+
humanoid robot.

In addition to the adaptations that we mentioned in
Section 10.2, the presented MCPC framework can be further
developed along several lines. A first possibility that we want to
consider is its extension to the case of hybrid wheeled–legged
quadrupedal robots such as CENTAURO [61], in which also rolling
contacts need to be accounted for. Furthermore, the integration
of a perception layer would be beneficial, as the full autonomy of
the robot inevitably depends on its sensing capabilities. Finally, it
would be interesting to employ the proposed stance planner as
a local strategy to decide how to establish an additional contact
whenever this is required for the humanoid to increase the safety
level [62], for example in the presence of an imminent risk of

falling.
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